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Between Midnight and Dawn Mar 03 2020 Daily and weekly readings
for Lent and Easter from classic and contemporary literature.
The Mystery of the Midnight Ghost May 05 2020 When Scott , Jack
and Emily hear that a film is being made at the nearby manor house
they can't resist going to watch. But when the glamorous star of the
film vanishes the friends realize they have a new mystery to solve! Has
the star been kidnapped by a crazed fan? Could she have run off with
her boyfriend? Or did she venture into the manor's attic at midnight
and fall foul of the legendary ghost that haunts the old house? The
second gripping mystery in this exciting new adventure series!
The Midnight Hour 2: The Midnight Howl Oct 22 2021 The second
adventure in Benjamin Read and Laura Trinder's magical Midnight
Hour series! 'A fantastic magical adventure featuring a cast of Ghibliesque characters, a feisty heroine and a hedgehog. I loved it.' M.G.
LEONARD, author of BEETLE BOY on book 1 'Fans of Nevermoor will
love this quirky debut, fizzing with humour, scares and vivid worldbuilding.' THE BOOKSELLER on book 1 Emily needs to work out why
magic is leaking from the Midnight Hour - but her shape-shifting
Pooka relatives and a terrifying haunting aren't making things easy,
not to mention the fact that she's supposed to be grounded. Officer-intraining Tarkus and pet hedgehog Hoggins are on hand to help - but if
they can't work out what's going wrong, it will be the end of the
midnight world ...
It Ends at Midnight Apr 27 2022
Europe at Midnight Jun 17 2021
The Girl at Midnight Nov 22 2021 In this dazzling opener to a new
fantasy series that Danielle Page, author of Dorothy Must Die, calls
“inventive, gorgeous, and epic,” a girl caught between two ancient
peoples must struggle to find the legendary magic that will end the
conflict between them. Beneath the streets of New York City live the
Avicen, an ancient race of people with feathers for hair and magic
running through their veins. Age-old enchantments keep them hidden
from all but one human: Echo, a runaway pickpocket who survives by
selling stolen treasures on the black market. The Avicen are the only
family Echo has ever known, so when a centuries-old war crests on the
borders of her home, she decides it’s time to act. Legend has it that to
end the conflict once and for all, Echo must find the firebird, a
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mythical entity believed to possess power the likes of which the world
has never seen. It will be no easy task, though if life as a thief has
taught Echo anything, it’s how to hunt down what she wants . . . and
how to take it. [STAR] “Sparks fly. . . . Will please fans of Cassandra
Clare and Game of Thrones watchers with its remarkable world
building; richly developed characters; and themes of family, power,
loyalty, and romance. . . . [Book 2] cannot come soon enough!”
—Booklist, Starred [STAR] “[The] perfect blend of action and amour.”
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred “A feisty heroine, fun supporting
characters, a mission to save the world, and some seriously spicy
romance.” —SLJ “Catnip for fans of Cassandra Clare.”
—BookPage.com “Fast-paced, action-packed, and full of laughs.”
—Nerdist.com “Enthralling and pure magic, Grey’s debut is
delightful!” —Romantic Times “A page-turner—I was hooked from
start to finish.” —Latina Magazine “Sharp drama that leads to a
conclusion begging for a sequel.” —The Bulletin "A must-read."
—Paste magazine “A stunning debut. Equal parts atmosphere and
adventure, Melissa Grey’s The Girl at Midnight is positively divine.”
—Victoria Schwab, author of A Darker Shade of Magic
Murder at Midnight Aug 20 2021 When they are falsely accused of
plotting to overthrow King Claudio, Mangus the magician and his
street-smart servant boy, Fabrizio, face deadly consequences unless
they can track down the real traitor by the stroke of midnight.
Midnight Magic Apr 03 2020 Black cats born at midnight Are
different indeed A mischievous, odd And peculiar breed In the middle
of winter, three kittens are born in a barn. Two are ordinary, but the
third, jet black and born on the stroke of midnight, is brimming with
magic from whiskers to tail - even sparking life into a dusty old
broomstick! While her siblings pounce at rats, Midnight perfects her
flying skills on the broom, not noticing how her mother disapproves of
her magical ways... When Midnight finds herself abandoned, the little
black kitten sets out to find a new home with only her loyal broom
Twiggy at her side. The pair soon befriend a kind-hearted girl called
Trixie. But how will Trixie's family react to Midnight's extraordinary
powers and taste for mischief? A bewitching new series from the bestselling author of A PINCH OF MAGIC, Michelle Harrison. Told in
rhyming verse and illustrated in colour throughout, this is perfect for
readers of SQUISHY MCFLUFF, HUBBLE BUBBLE and GOBBOLINO.
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PRAISE FOR MIDNIGHT MAGIC: "This is the perfect next step after
picture books with fun rhyming text and sweet illustrations - a
gorgeous young fiction book with plenty of sparkle!" - Toppsta
Born at Midnight Sep 20 2021 Sixteen-year-old Kylie Galen thinks her
misbehavior in the wake of her grandmother's death and her parents'
separation are the reasons she has been sent to Shadow Falls Camp,
but learns it is a training ground for vampires, werewolves, and other
"freaky freaks," of which she may be one.
Midnight Mar 27 2022 New York Times bestselling author Life After
Death, the hip-hop generation's beloved and most compelling
storyteller, delivers a powerful story about love and loyalty, strength
and family. In her bestselling novel, The Coldest Winter Ever, Sister
Souljah introduced the world to Midnight, a brave but humble
lieutenant to a prominent underworld businessman. Now, in a highly
anticipated follow-up to her million-selling masterpiece, she brings
readers into the life and dangerously close to the heart of this silent,
fearless young man. Raised in a wealthy, influential, Islamic African
family, Midnight enjoys a life of comfort, confidence, and protection.
Midnight's father provides him with a veil of privilege and deep,
devoted love, but he never hides the truth about the fierce challenges
of the world outside of his estate. So when Midnight's father's empire
is attacked, he sends Midnight with his mother to the United States. In
the streets of Brooklyn, a young Midnight uses his Islamic mind-set
and African intelligence to protect the ones he loves, build a business,
reclaim his wealth and status, and remain true to his beliefs. Midnight,
a handsome and passionate young man, attracts many women. How he
interacts and deals with them is a unique adventure. This is a highly
sensual and tremendous love story about what a man is willing to risk
and give to the women he loves most. Midnight will remain in your
mind and beat in your heart for a lifetime. Her "raw and true voice"
(Publishers Weekly) will both soothe and arouse you. In a beautifully
written and masterfully woven story, Sister Souljah has given us
Midnight, and solidified her presence as the mother of all
contemporary urban literature.
A Knock at Midnight Oct 29 2019 LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK
PRIZE FINALIST • NAACP IMAGE AWARD NOMINEE • A “powerful
and devastating” (The Washington Post) call to free those buried alive
by America’s legal system, and an inspiring true story about
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unwavering belief in humanity—from a gifted young lawyer and
important new voice in the movement to transform the system. “An
essential book for our time . . . Brittany K. Barnett is a star.”—Van
Jones, CEO of REFORM Alliance, CNN Host, and New York Times
bestselling author Brittany K. Barnett was only a law student when she
came across the case that would change her life forever—that of
Sharanda Jones, single mother, business owner, and, like Brittany,
Black daughter of the rural South. A victim of America’s devastating
war on drugs, Sharanda had been torn away from her young daughter
and was serving a life sentence without parole—for a first-time drug
offense. In Sharanda, Brittany saw haunting echoes of her own life, as
the daughter of a formerly incarcerated mother. As she studied this
case, a system came into focus in which widespread racial injustice
forms the core of America’s addiction to incarceration. Moved by
Sharanda’s plight, Brittany set to work to gain her freedom. This had
never been the plan. Bright and ambitious, Brittany was a successful
accountant on her way to a high-powered future in corporate law. But
Sharanda’s case opened the door to a harrowing journey through the
criminal justice system. By day she moved billion-dollar deals, and by
night she worked pro bono to free clients in near hopeless legal
battles. Ultimately, her path transformed her understanding of
injustice in the courts, of genius languishing behind bars, and the very
definition of freedom itself. Brittany’s riveting memoir is at once a
coming-of-age story and a powerful evocation of what it takes to bring
hope and justice to a system built to resist them both. NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS
The Lords of Midnight Aug 27 2019 Do you want dawn ... ? Drew
Wagar’s epic fantasy, The Lords of Midnight, is set in the world of the
award-winning Tolkienesque fantasy game, The Lords of Midnight by
Mike Singleton. The magical land of Midnight, cursed into eternal
winter, faces destruction at the hands of the Witchking. The Lords of
Midnight and the Fey of the Forest combined forces once before to
defeat him, but this sudden assault by the Witchking’s deadly
Doomguard has long been planned to coincide with the Winter Solstice
at a time when Midnight has lost the only means it has to mount an
effective defence. The amazing cover art was created by Jurij Rogelj.
Rainbow at Midnight Jul 27 2019 Lying in the bed and sipping their
drinks, both of them started feeling warmth descending down their
gullets. Caressing each other they had a feeling of déjà vu. After
sometimes, the warmth started engulfing their bodies as well giving
color to their faces. There was an insidious openness between them by
now and he was surprised, when she suddenly pounced upon him and
holding his face in both hands, with her mouth slightly open pressed
her lips tightly against his and started sucking his lower lip. This
chivalry aroused him too and the hooliganism started with full force.
Both were fresh after the sound sleep in the afternoon. She seemed to
be nearing the perpetual destination and begged with painful hilarity
to hurry up. Within a few seconds, she gave a loud cry followed by a
deafening silence as if the whole universe had come to a standstill.
They felt as if they were falling abysmally beneath the deep earth in a
bottomless gorge without any hope of survival. He pinched his own
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shoulder to see whether he was alive or not?
A Walk at Midnight Apr 15 2021 Jane Ronson is the epitome of a
dutiful, devoted wife and mother. She has, with grit and grace,
supported her husband, Colin, through the scandals and setbacks that
have dogged his career as the Governor of New York State. After years
in her restrictive role as the governor's wife, Jane achieves her own
success as a writer, and is offered a publishing deal for her debut
novel. This exciting news is overshadowed by Colin's sudden death
under mysterious circumstances that eerily echo events that unfold in
Jane's novel, making her the primary person of interest in the
investigation. As the police question the Ronson family to try to
establish what happened on the night of Colin's death, it becomes
increasingly apparent that everyone is keeping secrets - some to
protect Colin, some to protect themselves. All of them to protect the
Ronson family name. As Jane's and Colin's pasts emerge in the course
of the investigation, the truth becomes increasingly elusive and
disturbing.
Meet Me at Midnight Aug 08 2020 Teens waging a war of practical
jokes declare peace when they fall for one another in this charming YA
romantic comedy from Jessica Pennington. They have a love-hate
relationship with summer. Sidney and Asher should have clicked. Two
star swimmers forced to spend their summers on a lake together
sounds like the perfect match. But it’s the same every year—in
between cookouts and boat rides and family-imposed bonfires, Sidney
and Asher spend the dog days of summer finding the ultimate ways to
prank each other. And now, after their senior year, they’re determined
to make it the most epic yet. But their plans are thrown in sudden
jeopardy when their feud causes their families to be kicked out of their
beloved lake houses. Once in their new accommodations, Sidney
expects the prank war to continue as usual. But then she gets a
note—Meet me at midnight. And Asher has a proposition for her: join
forces for one last summer of epic pranks, against a shared
enemy—the woman who kicked them out. Their truce should make
things simpler, but six years of tormenting one another isn’t so easy to
ignore. Kind of like the undeniable attraction growing between them.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Sleepless at Midnight Jan 31 2020 The ladies in London are abuzz
over Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, especially Miss Sarah Moorehouse.
Her imagination is fired up, so when she spies Matthew Devenport,
Marquess Langston, mysteriously sneaking home in the wee hours
clutching a shovel, she simply must investigate. Impelled by curiosity,
the adventurous lass steals into his bedchamber—only to be caught
red-handed by the impossibly handsome and totally naked nobleman.
The Marquess Langston has more important things to worry about
than a group of literature-loving ladies. But Matthew's grand plan to
rescue the family from ruin could be lost when he discovers Sarah
hiding behind his bedroom curtain. What is this meddlesome woman
up to? And why are his desires inflamed by a chit who is too inquisitive
for her own good? Well, two can play at this game . . . and when
Matthew captures the beguiling Sarah in all her naked glory, the night
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of mischief has only just begun.
Malcolm at Midnight Jan 13 2021 Malcolm, a smaller than averagesized rat, loves his life at McKenna School and the secret society of
classroom pets that keep children out of trouble, but when Aggy the
iguana disappears Malcolm must use all of his ratty persistence to
prove his innocence and save her. 30,000 first printing.
Freedom at Midnight Sep 08 2020 A detailed narrative of the
thirteen months leading to the independence of the Indian
subcontinent in February 1948, centering on major and minor figures
and on the social and personal upheavals attendant on independence
and partition.
The House at Midnight Oct 02 2022 A sexy, chilling, utterly compelling
novel reminiscent of The Great Gatsby and Rebecca, by a major new
British talent
Sun at Midnight Jun 29 2022 An epic love story and adventure set
against the stunning backdrop of Antarctica.
Battle at Midnight Nov 10 2020 The battle at midnight is not just an
issue of deliverance, where you are spun around, led to vomit, scream,
or contort your face to get material things from the Lord but more to
walk in a closer and deeper relationship with the Lord. There are many
types of prayer battle that one can enter into, but this particular battle
is to help us to crucify the flesh and above all renew our thinking
patterns and adjust the way we view the Lord at times.Many times
people will go through serious deliverance which at times involves
fasting, long hours of prayer and casting out of demonic oppressive
spirits, then after the deliverance session, that person will make so
many promises to the Lord vowing to serve Him with a devoted and
loyal heart, but If the mindset of that individual does not get renewed,
after such a sacrifice, that person will become worse off than they
were before the deliverance took place and in the end can conclude
that the minister that did the deliverance did not know what he/ she
was doing.Matt 12:43-45"When an unclean spirit goes out of a man, he
goes through dry places, seeking rest, and finds none. Then he says, 'I
will return to my house from which I came.' And when he comes, he
finds it empty, swept, and put in order. Then he goes and takes with
him seven other spirits more wicked than himself, and they enter and
dwell there; and the last state of that man is worse than the first. So
shall it also be with this wicked generation." (NKJV) About the Author
Apostle Barbara Clarke is a native of Guyana and a citizen of
Barbados. She is currently residing in the nation of Botswana where
she has been a resident for the last eighteen years. She is currently
the visionary and pastor of Throne of Grace and Holiness Ministry
located in Gaborone, a ministry called to raise sons (male and female)
in the fear of God and holiness. She surrendered her life to the
Lordship of Jesus Christ in 1997 in Gaborone, Botswana and has since
served the Lord in diverse ways. She ministers locally and
internationally."
The Tiger at Midnight Feb 11 2021 The first book in an epic heartpounding fantasy trilogy inspired by ancient Indian history and Hindu
mythology, perfect for fans of Sabaa Tahir and Renée Ahdieh. * A Book
Riot Most Anticipated Novel of 2019 * B&N Top 50 Most Anticipated
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Novels * A broken bond. A dying land. A cat-and-mouse game that can
only end in bloodshed. Esha lost everything in the royal coup--and as
the legendary rebel known as the Viper, she's made the guilty pay.
Now she's been tasked with her most important mission to date: taking
down the ruthless General Hotha. Kunal has been a soldier since
childhood. His uncle, the general, has ensured that Kunal never strays
from the path--even as a part of Kunal longs to join the outside world,
which has only been growing more volatile. When Esha and Kunal's
paths cross one fated night, an impossible chain of events unfolds.
Both the Viper and the soldier think they're calling the shots, but
they're not the only players moving the pieces. As the bonds that hold
their land in order break down and the sins of the past meet the
promise of a new future, both the soldier and the rebel must decide
where their loyalties lie: with the lives they've killed to hold on to or
with the love that's made them dream of something more.
At Midnight I Will Steal Your Soul Nov 30 2019
Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil May 17 2021 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • “Elegant and wicked.... [This] might be the first truecrime book that makes the reader want to book a bed and breakfast
for an extended weekend at the scene of the crime." —The New York
Times Book Review Shots rang out in Savannah's grandest mansion in
the misty,early morning hours of May 2, 1981. Was it murder or selfdefense? For nearly a decade, the shooting and its aftermath
reverberated throughout this hauntingly beautiful city of moss-hung
oaks and shaded squares. John Berendt's sharply observed,
suspenseful, and witty narrative reads like a thoroughly engrossing
novel, and yet it is a work of nonfiction. Berendt skillfully interweaves
a hugely entertaining first-person account of life in this isolated
remnant of the Old South with the unpredictable twists and turns of a
landmark murder case. It is a spellbinding story peopled by a gallery
of remarkable characters: the well-bred society ladies of the Married
Woman's Card Club; the turbulent young redneck gigolo; the hapless
recluse who owns a bottle of poison so powerful it could kill every
man, woman, and child in Savannah; the aging and profane Southern
belle who is the "soul of pampered self-absorption"; the uproariously
funny black drag queen; the acerbic and arrogant antiques dealer; the
sweet-talking, piano-playing con artist; young blacks dancing the
minuet at the black debutante ball; and Minerva, the voodoo priestess
who works her magic in the graveyard at midnight. These and other
Savannahians act as a Greek chorus, with Berendt revealing the
alliances, hostilities, and intrigues that thrive in a town where
everyone knows everyone else. Midnight in the Garden of Good and
Evil is a sublime and seductive reading experience. Brilliantly
conceived and masterfully written, this enormously engaging portrait
of a most beguiling Southern city has become a modern classic.
At Midnight Feb 23 2022 A dazzling collection of original and retold
fairy tales from fifteen acclaimed and bestselling YA writers Fairy tales
have been spun for thousands of years and remain among our most
treasured stories. Weaving fresh tales with unexpected reimaginings,
At Midnight brings together a diverse group of celebrated YA writers
to breathe new life into a storied tradition. You’ll discover . . . Dahlia
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Adler reimagining "Rumpelstiltskin," Tracy Deonn, “The Nightingale,”
H. E. Edgmon, “Snow White,” Hafsah Faizal, “Little Red Riding Hood,”
Stacey Lee, “The Little Matchstick Girl,” Roselle Lim, "Hansel and
Gretel," Darcie Little Badger, "Puss in Boots," Malinda Lo, “Frau
Trude,” Alex London, "Cinderella." Anna-Marie McLemore, “The
Nutcracker," Rebecca Podos, “The Robber Bridegroom,” Rory Power,
“Sleeping Beauty,” Meredith Russo, “The Little Mermaid,” Gita
Trelease, “Fitcher’s Bird,” and an all-new fairy tale by Melissa Albert.
The Midnight Hour Jul 07 2020 'Fans of Nevermoor will love this
quirky debut, fizzing with humour, scares and vivid world-building.'
THE BOOKSELLER Emily's parents have vanished into the secret
world of the Midnight Hour - a Victorian London frozen in time - home
to magic and monsters. Emily must find them in the city of the Night
Folk, armed only with a packed lunch, a stowaway hedgehog and her
infamously big mouth. With bloodthirsty creatures on her tail, Emily
has to discover the truth to rescue her parents. What family secret
connects her to the Midnight Hour? And can she save both worlds
before she runs out of sandwiches?
A Kiss At Midnight Jul 19 2021 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore
faster than Eloisa James' - Julia Quinn Miss Kate Daltry doesn't believe
in fairy tales . . . or happily ever after. Forced by her stepmother to
attend a ball, Kate meets a prince, and decides he's anything but
charming. A clash of wits and wills ensues, but they both know their
irresistible attraction will lead nowhere. For Gabriel is promised to
another woman - a princess whose hand in marriage will fulfil his
ruthless ambitions. Gabriel likes his fiancée, which is a welcome turn
of events, but he doesn't love her, and knows, he should be wooing his
bride-to-be, not the witty, impoverished beauty who refuses to fawn
over him. Godmothers and glass slippers notwithstanding, this is one
fairy tale in which destiny conspires to destroy any chance that Kate
and Gabriel might have a happily ever after - unless one kiss at the
stroke of midnight changes everything. 'Eloisa James is extraordinary'
- Lisa Kleypas 'Romance writing does not get much better than this' People
The Moon At Midnight Sep 01 2022 Set in the small fishing village
of Bexham, this follows the fortunes of the characters we met in The
Chestnut Tree and The Wind off the Sea. Million copy and Sunday
Times bestselling author Charlotte Bingham has penned a novel so
engaging and captivating, you won't be able to put it down. Fans of
Louise Douglas, Dinah Jefferies and Kristin Hannah will not be
disappointed. 'Charlotte Bingham portrays the characters with great
sympathy and sets them firmly in the sixties. There is tragedy, humour
and warmth. If you like a good realistic story you will enjoy this.' -HISTORICAL NOVELS REVIEW 'I couldn't wait to go to bed each night
to continue reading the story'-- ***** Reader review 'Comfortable and
stylish' -- ***** Reader review 'Just wonderful!' -- ***** Reader review 'I
found I couldn't put it down... FANTASTIC!!' -- ***** Reader review
************************************************************************
******************* WAR IS LONG OVER, BUT NEW BATTLES ARE
JUST BEGINNING... 1962: times feel bleak again. The threat of atomic
warfare feels real and, for many, life seems all the more bewildering as
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they struggle to understand the new generation of the Sixties, a
generation for whom they made so many wartime sacrifices, for whom
they had such high hopes. No sooner has the threat of nuclear war
seemed to have passed than Judy, Mathilda and Rusty are facing a
new, personal crisis brought about by their teenage children. Still
grieving for his lost wife, Waldo Astley tries his best to help his three
friends, only to find himself falling in love with one of them...
Meanwhile the younger generation have their own problems, all of
which involve their families. That all the generations find themselves
once more united in a battle, this time to save the village they love, is
both an irony and finally, a saving grace. Once more an enemy has to
be defeated, once more they must arm themselves, but this time for a
war of a very different kind.
A Kiss at Midnight May 29 2022 When impoverished Miss Kate
Daltry meets Prince Gabriel at a ball, the prince is drawn to this
spirited beauty despite being engaged to another, but their irresistible
attraction is ill-fated until a kiss changes everything.
Midnight and Moon Oct 10 2020 A girl who doesn't fit in befriends a
blind horse who also struggles to find his place in the herd. A beautiful
picture book that helps readers celebrate the qualities that challenge
us and make us different. Moon cannot see but he hears sounds that
other horses ignore: the eggshell crack of a meadow lark hatching.
The glide of a salamander into the pond. Clara does not speak but she
hears sounds that other children ignore: the hum of the oven when her
mother bakes muffins. The sound of the cat's paws on the kitchen
floor. Both the foal and the little girl live with challenges. Both also
have special qualities, which are recognized by friends who are open
to seeing them. Midnight and Moon is about the rare and wonderful
friendship that can form between opposites, a friendship that enriches
both. This story shows us that our differences are positives, that the
world needs both Claras and Jacks, Midnights and Moons.
Bella at Midnight Sep 28 2019 In the little village of Castle Down, in a
kingdom plagued by war, lives a peasant girl called Bella. Blessed with
a kind family and a loving friend, she manages to create her own small
patch of sunlight in a dark and dangerous world. Bella is a
blacksmith's daughter; her friend Julian is a prince -- yet neither seems
to notice the great gulf that divides his world from hers. Suddenly
Bella's world collapses. First Julian betrays her. Then it is revealed
that she is not the peasant she believed herself to be: She is Isabel, the
daughter of a knight who abandoned her in infancy. Now he wants her
back, so Bella is torn from her beloved foster family and sent to live
with her deranged father and his resentful new wife. Soon Bella is
caught up in a terrible plot that will change her life -- and the kingdom
-- forever. With the help of her godmother and three enchanted gifts,
she sets out on a journey in disguise that will lead her to a destiny far
greater than any she could have imagined.
The Midnight Feast Joke Book Jun 05 2020
Apricots at Midnight Jul 31 2022 An elderly London dressmaker
entertains a young relative with memories of the world of her youth,
evoked by the scraps from elegant dresses that she has sewn into a
patchwork quilt.
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The Bathhouse at Midnight Jan 01 2020 The title of this book refers to
the classic time and place for magic, witchcraft, and divination in
Russia. The Bathhouse at Midnight, by one of the world's foremost
experts on the subject, surveys all forms of magic, both learned and
popular, in Russia from the fifth to the eighteenth century. While no
book on the subject could be exhaustive, The Bathhouse at Midnight
does describe and assess all the literary sources of magic, witchcraft,
astrology, alchemy, and divination from Kiev Rus and Imperial Russia,
and to some extent Ukraine and Belorussia. Where possible, Ryan
identifies the sources of the texts (usually Greek, Arabic, or West
European) and makes parallels to other cultures, ranging from
classical antiquity to Finnic. He finds that Russia shares most of its
magic and divination with the rest of Europe. Subjects covered include
the Evil Eye, the Number of the Beast, omens, dreams, talismans and
amulets, plants, gemstones, and other materials thought to possess
magic properties. The first chapter gives a historical overview, and the
final chapter summarizes the political, religious, and legal aspects of
the history of magic in Russia. The author also provides translations of
some key texts. The Bathhouse at Midnight will be invaluable for
anyone&—student, teacher, or general reader&—with an interest in
Russia, magic, or the occult. It is unique in its field and is set to
become the definitive study of Russian magic.
The Girl at Midnight Dec 24 2021 Beneath the streets of New York
City live the Avicen, an ancient race of people with feathers for hair
and magic running through their veins. Age-old enchantments keep
them hidden from humans. All but one. Echo is a runaway pickpocket
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who survives by selling stolen treasures on the black market, and the
Avicen are the only family she's ever known. Echo is clever and daring,
and at times she can be brash, but above all else she's fiercely loyal.
So when a centuries-old war crests on the borders of her home, she
decides it's time to act. Legend has it that there is a way to end the
conflict once and for all: find the Firebird, a mythical entity believed to
possess power the likes of which the world has never seen. It will be
no easy task, but if life as a thief has taught Echo anything, it's how to
hunt down what she wants . . . and how to take it. But some jobs aren't
as straightforward as they seem. And this one might just set the world
on fire.
Magic at Midnight Nov 03 2022 SUMMARY: After two hundred years
stuck on the inn sign Wild Duck discovers that he could have flown off
at midnight every night to do whatever he wanted until cock crow.
Malcolm at Midnight Jan 25 2022 Malcolm, a smaller than averagesized rat, loves his life at McKenna School and the secret society of
classroom pets that keep children out of trouble, but when Aggy the
iguana disappears Malcolm must use all of his ratty persistence to
prove his innocence and save her. 30,000 first printing.
All the Better to See You Jun 25 2019 A classic whodunit in fairytale
form, and a twist that readers won't see coming until the very end.
Mischief at Midnight Dec 12 2020 Best friends... for never? Anastasia
Stolonov and Edie Wilson are back at boarding school after spending
the summer apart, and they can't wait to be dormmates again!
Unfortunately, things don't go as planned, and Edie is stuck with Janet,
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the new girl at Knight's Haddon. Janet isn't like anyone the other girls
have ever met before. She's cool, confident, and a little rebellious, so
Edie is thrilled that Janet seems to like her. And as Edie's friendship
with Anastasia becomes rocky, Janet is the only one on Edie's side. But
when mysterious things begin to happen, Edie starts to think that
Janet may not be all she seems--and suddenly events take a dangerous
turn. Will Edie be able to salvage her friendships and uncover what's
going on before the clock runs out?
Tortellini at Midnight Mar 15 2021
Sometime in the 1950s, Emiko Davies' nonno-in-law began the
tradition of ringing in the new year with tortellini al sugo. He served it
along with spumante and a round of tombola, and sparked a trend; up
until the 1970s, you could find tortellini at midnight on New Year's Eve
in the bars around the Tuscan town of Fucecchio.
This is just one of the heirloom dishes in this collection, for which
Emiko Davies has gathered some of her favourite family recipes. They
trace generations that span the length of Italy, from the
Mediterranean port city of Taranto in the southern heel of Puglia to
elegant Turin, the city of aperitif and Italian cafe culture in the far
north and, finally, back to Tuscany, which Emiko calls home.
Tortellini at Midnight is a book rich with nostalgia, with fresh,
comforting food and stunning photography. It is a book that is good for
the soul.
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